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KwickScreen specialises in creating the most flexible privacy 
solutions in the world. Our portable, retractable partition 
screens provide innovative solutions that bridge the gap 
between functional industrial design and artistic interiors. 

The screens enable you to create private and dignified 
spaces, adaptable to multiple uses and making them 
personal too. Giving patients the quality care they deserve.

ABOUT KWICKSCREEN

INFECTION CONTROL

PATIENT PRIVACY

SPACE MANAGEMENT
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KwickScreen is dedicated to improving the patient 
experience and delivering products that are not only 
functional, but enhance the aesthetics of spaces too. Their 
mission is to replace outdated traditional alternatives with 
modern, innovative and unique products, built using their 
patented bistable retractable tube technology. Healthcare is 
just the start.

MISSION

KwickScreen’s brand promise is to create products 
that enhance the users wellbeing, that allow 

spaces to increase their flexibility, that have their 
roots in quality innovative design, and offer a high 

level of value to our customers.
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The screens are not only designed for functionality, 
but with the patient in mind. The screens are fully 
customisable, allowing you to enhance patient wellbeing 
by introducing the healing benefits of art to clinical 
spaces.

Many of our patients are unable to travel far so it has 
often been a long time since they have been on holiday. 
However, the lovely scenery printed on our KwickScreens 
makes our patients feel like they are going on holiday 
when they come to visit the ward. With different prints 
we can make it feel like a different destination every time 
they visit.

Mayumi Rossi, Ward Manager at National Hospital for 
Neurology and Neurosurgery

WELLBEING

“ “
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KwickScreen’s products actively improve the flexibility of 
spaces. KwickScreen believes in shaping spaces around 
patients - not the other way around. That’s why their 
products allow spaces to become multi-purpose, offering 
privacy when it’s needed and background aesthetics 
when it’s not.

As I learned what KwickScreen could do, I realised it 
was perfect for what we were trying to accomplish. 
Everything from the ability to print images on it, to the 
effortless way you can transport and store it. It is the 
whole package; a way to go beyond the four walls of 
any one particular environment. I love that even though 
my initial view of using KwickScreen was singular, the 
hospital is now utilising them for other purposes that we 
never thought of before.

Isaac Garcia, Environmental Services Director at 
Boston Children’s Hospital & Sodexo

FLEXIBILITY

“ “
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Design is integral in every part of what KwickScreen 
does. All of their products are designed with the very 
best quality materials available and with the user in 
mind, from concept to completion.

Thanks to the inherent flexibility of KwickScreen and 
the fact that it is a solution that can be used in almost 
any situation, we have been able to address a lot of our 
concerns all at the same time. Before KwickScreen we 
dealt with solutions that were wasteful and inefficient. 
Now we have a solution that is reusable, sustainably 
built, carefully crafted and simple to use.

Trevor Payne, Director of Estates at The University of 
Birmingham

DESIGN

“ “
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KwickScreen products offer the best lifetime value 
in comparison to traditional alternatives like hospital 
curtains. That’s why they offer a special guarantee with 
each of our products.

The beauty of KwickScreen is that we attached them to 
the walls, to create a lovely waiting area for our children, 
but we can also unbolt them from the wall and move 
them to our new waiting area when we re-configure the 
hospital. There will be absolutely no loss of investment. It 
is truly positive for us. KwickScreen allows us to efficiently 
use a multi-purpose space without compromising 
fire regulations, infection control, or ventilation, while 
enriching the environment for our children.

Marie Corner, Trust Capital Programme Manager at 
Southern Health NHS Foundation Trust

VALUE

“ “
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We operate with a worldwide network of distribution partners across 
Europe, America and the Pacific. Our distributors allow us to operate on 
a global level, bringing unique skills and knowledge to our customers 
wherever they are.

GLOBAL DISTRIBUTION PARTNERS
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QUICKSCREEN

PRO

Portable, durable and fully enclosed, the Pro is our flagship product. Perfect for mobile 
privacy and high traffic zones.

Anodised aluminium casing with channels 
for accessory attachment, available in 
powder-coated colour options.

Fully customisable PVC inner panel, easily 
wipeable and compatible with all standard 
cleaning products and disinfectant wipes.

Full extension of up to 3 
metres with a very small 
storage footprint when 

retracted.

Set on castors for full 
portability and easy mobility.

Choose from an extensive 
image catalogue for a print 

that suits your space.

Braked swivel castors for a high degree of 
manoeuvrability.

FEATURES

FULLY EXTENDED WIDTH MOBILE CUSTOMISABLE

Height 190cm / 160cm

Weight 33kg

Extended Width 300cm

Retracted Width 43cm

Base Width 52cm
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QUICKSCREEN

AIR

Light, thin and flexible, the Air is our unique ‘fixed to wall’ option for stationary privacy 
that doesn’t sacrifice flexibility.

Stripped down design with lighter handle 
and base, and no aluminium casing.

Fully customisable PVC inner panel, easily 
wipeable and compatible with all standard 
cleaning products and disinfectant wipes.

Full extension of up to 3 
metres with a very small 
storage footprint when 

retracted.

Perfect for in between bed 
spaces or spaces requiring 

non-portable privacy.

Choose from an extensive 
image catalogue for a print 

that suits your space.

180° range of movement 
from the fixed wall bracket.

Slim ‘fixed to wall’ bracket, only requiring 
a handful of screws to attach for easy 
installation. Featuring a self-closing click 
shut mechanism.

The Air is self-supporting, requiring no 
brakes due to its extremely lightweight 

frame of only 13kg.

FEATURES

FULLY EXTENDED WIDTH FIXED TO WALL CUSTOMISABLE180O RANGE

Height 190cm / 160cm

Weight 13kg

Extended Width 300cm

Retracted Width 14cm

Base Width 31cm
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QUICKSCREEN

DUO

Our most flexible product, the Duo is the total privacy solution. Perfect for creating 
corners and providing privacy on the move.

Lightweight and open design, two screens 
are attached to a central base with rigid 
central panel for full privacy.

Two double-sided printable inner panels, 
made from PVC. Fully compatible with 
all standard cleaning products and 
disinfectant wipes.

Braked swivel castors for a high 
degree of manoeuvrability.

FEATURES

Height 190cm / 160cm

Weight 20kg

Extended Width 600cm

Retracted Width 30cm

Base Width 50cm

Full extension of up to 6 
metres with a very small 
storage footprint when 

retracted.

Set on castors for full 
portability and easy mobility.

Choose from an extensive 
image catalogue for a print 

that suits your space.

High degree of flexibility with 
a 360° range of movement 

and unique L-shaped 
configuration.

FULLY EXTENDED WIDTH MOBILE CUSTOMISABLE360O RANGE
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Portable

Fixed to Wall

Up to 3 metres

Up to 6 metres

L-shaped configuration

Different height options 
available

Different frame colour 
options available

Full customisation of 
images possible

Own image possible

Interchangeable inner 
panels

Infection control compliant

PRODUCT COMPARISON

AIRPRO DUO
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1300 791 404 | 02 9482 2133

www.jdhealthcaregroup.com.au

sales@jdhealthcare.com.au


